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Gameplay Features New Player Skills Every player has a new skill that can be activated when
required. Creative Interactions FIFA 22 offers a variety of new competitive game modes, new match

types and improved player individuality. Focus Mode A mode where the player's attention is fully
devoted to the match, making the game slower and less strategic, but more tactical and

spontaneous. Injury System Players can now break down in the style of a real football game, with
detailed player animations and injury reactions. FIFA 22 Features Introducing the LiveDraft, a new

way to play online and compete in tournaments Postseason Each club’s World Cup adventure begins
after the completion of the international season. Institutional Kit Replication Kit replications and

special edition kits are not just available in your club’s official kit, but in the official kit of any
European team in the same tier of FIFA. Player Attack Adjustments Offenders now have more precise

contact with the ball and are more able to evade opposing players and generate an attack. This
allows defenders to exploit their speed and recover faster when beaten. Player Speed Adjustments

Smarter, faster and more flexible, attackers no longer need to wait until they lose possession before
challenging a defender. Improved Player Characteristics Championships now have a unique look

based on their history, from the design of their kits and stadiums, to player finishing, goals,
interceptions, tackles and off-the-ball actions. More Control over Player Physics Players now control
where and when they make contact with the ball more effectively, making them more controlled in
the air. Match FIFA 22 matches have been brought up to date in terms of the pace of play. Ambition

and the intensity of the high-octane action is now further refined. New Formation System A new
formation system allows each manager and each team to play as they want, adapting to the

opposition and to their strengths and weaknesses. New Defensive DNA The DNA system now gives a
distinctive personality to each team in FIFA, with the mental and technical composition of the team
influencing its performance. Fluid Player Switching Players can now be repositioned on the pitch as

they move, making teams a lot more versatile. FIFA 22
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LIVE VR PLAY
HIGHLY CUSTOMISABLE CLUBS
INCREDIBLE ON-FIELDS
A FAKE-TIGHT GAME GRAPHICS
INTELLIGENT AI
AUTOMATIC FORMATION
EXCLUSIVE PHYSICAL PLAYER AI
LIVESTREAM
LATEST LIVE UEFA CLUB CAMPAIGN
LATEST LIVE TOURNAMENT CAMPAIGN
DELIVERY TO AN EXTRAORDINARY TECHNOLOGY
VIRTUAL TOURNAMENT CAMPAIGN
EXPERIENCE THE ULTIMATE FIFA CLUB
INCREDIBLE IMMERSION
INTELLIGENT POWERTRACK FOR BETTER REPLAYS AND A MUCH BIGGER WORLD
CUSTOMIZE AND DECIDE HOW YOU WIN
ARTISAN PHYSICAL PARTICLES
CUSTOM MATCHES
CUSTOM MONTHLY UPDATES

Stay in the game with future releases of Live VR.

PLAY ON ANY DEVICE

All the classic modes of play are back with authentic FIFA gameplay, lots of action-packed immersive
ways to compete, and a robust online system to play with your friends. FIFA 22 is the complete FIFA
game that will fit all players, whatever their tastes. Enjoy a full-spectrum of modes on your Mac, PC,

iOS, or Android device:

STREAM LIVE FIFA CONTENT
SKIP THE LINE AND FACE OFF AGAINST BETTER FRIENDS
SHOOT PESKY STEAM SPAM
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What is the Journey to Number 1? Highlights Revamped AI and tactics; New progression system;
Brand new Manager AI; Brand new Protect Sticks system; New GM AI, who now responds to
defensive tactics; Brand new Defensive system; Revamped agents; Revamped set pieces;

Revamped, robust set piece tool; Revamped post-match play; New cinematic goal celebration
system; Revamped player submission, including reviving players and reactions, like in real life;

Revamped rolling motion and animation for half-time and full-time stoppages in games; Revamped,
responsive commercial breaks; Revamped line-up management, including birthdays and injuries;
Revamped Tactics and Connectivity; Brand new dynamic weather system, which supports English,
Spanish, French and German; Brand new, more responsive final ball system; Revamped improved

set piece engine, with new animations and sounds; Revamped management and communications for
almost every aspect of the game. We've designed FIFA to be the most authentic football experience
for gamers. To do this, we've made a range of fundamental gameplay advancements that close the
gap between the virtual and real game experience: Revamped The Journey to Number 1 Gameplay

We've taken everything we learned from FIFA 17 and improved on that with a whole host of
gameplay advancements. Revamped AI and tactics FIFA is the only sports simulation to feature

Human Intelligence Tagging (HIT), an AI technology which allows us to program the game to make
its own decisions in complex scenarios. We have revamped the way that AI play and even more

importantly, how they react to their opponents, so that now, no matter how well you dominate and
control games, you'll find that your team's success is still limited by some of FIFA's biggest
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attributes. The first of these is our revised support system for AI and tactics. FIFA also features
manual player movement, so our players still go where you tell them to, rather than simply reacting

to the game's on-field situation, but now our A.I. computer opponents also have access to just as
sophisticated a toolset of tactics as you do. New progression system We have completely redesigned

the progression system to encourage players to stay playing long after they reach the pinnacle of
their bc9d6d6daa
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FIFA Ultimate Team, the most authentic way to build a dream team of footballers, is better and more
engaging than ever. Take your players’ attributes and move them up the leaderboard to compete
against other players and become the greatest team in the world. Dynamic 3D Match Engine – The

FIFA 22 Dynamic 3D Match Engine features all-new team tactics that make it easier to play and
harder to be beaten. Set up play and manage the tempo of a match, drawing on new 360 degree

views of the pitch to help you find and exploit the weaknesses of your opponents, whilst keeping an
eye on the run of play, controlling the game with new Total Player Control. The FIFA 22 Dynamic 3D

Match Engine improves on the formula that took the series to new heights in FIFA 21 and offers
players the best football-simulation experience this year, ever. FIFA Mobile – Help your player on

their journey from academy to the first team, taking full control of their appearance, equipment, and
stats, as you guide them through the ranks. Join the ultimate football journey from breaking into the

first team, to earning a move abroad, and becoming a real footballing hero. FIFA Ultimate League
(FUT) – See yourself at the next level as a football manager. From youth to the pros, take charge of

your very own club, from playing to the business side of the game. Gain new benefits and
specializations as you climb the leagues and deal with different challenges as your club grows. Can
you even imagine your name in the club’s Hall of Fame? Build your dream team of footballers from
more than 900 nationalities, then invite them to your club for a FUT Draft, where you can unleash a

plethora of unique player attributes and master a range of game tactics to take on the world. In
addition, unlock special Player Cards and FUT Coins using in-game items to earn better players and

enhanced stats. FIFA The Journey™ – Delve into a heroic story of football in this new soccer
adventure. Journey through the beautiful yet treacherous lands of FIFA 22’s Africa, as you help the
local people cultivate their footballing skills and establish the world’s very first national team. With

the ultimate goal of qualifying for the 2022 World Cup, your journey through Africa comes full circle –
you’re returning to where you began as a young footballer when you join the best team in Africa.

OVERALL FEATURES: New and Improved Gameplay

What's new in Fifa 22:

 Real Player Motion Technology

“Eagle-Eye” button view: get a bird’s-eye view of a match from the
directors’ box. “Go Booth” seats: players will be bown as referees give

challenges, prevent players charging into the box, and berate bad
performers.”

New Training Mission: mason is on the pitch to pick up the
basics of the game in a nice VR introduction
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Experience the offside line even more clearly with the
updated offside system. Offside decisions will be clearly
displayed

Re-introduction of the Kick Off function, in Custom
Matches and Career modes. Players can select a
Formation, assign roles to players on the pitch, and modify
the Offside line by deleting or adding players from/to the
offside line.

Focus on and train individual skills. Players can now view
and customize each trained skill.
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FIFA (the FIFA logo, FIFA, FIFA World Cup and FIFA World Cup
logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of the FIFA

family of brands) is a series of sports video games published
and distributed by Electronic Arts. FIFA games are available on

multiple platforms including on personal computers,
PlayStation, PlayStation 2, PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4,

PlayStation Portable, Xbox 360, Xbox One and mobile phones
and tablets. Where can I learn more? Please consult the contact

us section of our website or contact us at
international@easports.com for more information. TABLE OF

CONTENT History Gameplay Features MyClub FIFA Social
Counters Settings Additional All-New FIFA Mobile Game MyClub

The New Experience FIFA Ultimate Team The Game, On
Windows 10 *March 2016 Features In-depth Player Attributes

On-Field, Dynamic Behaviors Intuitive Player Development The
New Experience 1: Ultimate Team 2: Player Mapping 3: Mode

Challenges 4: Seasons & Leagues 5: New Teams, Updated
Teams, & Edited Players 6: New Player Classes 7: New Goal

Controls 8: Pre-Season Mode 9: New Player Paths 10: The New
Substitute System 11: New Ability Controls 12: Improved Audio
13: Unlocked Ability Points (Daily Challenges) 14: New Card Kits
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15: Updated Stadiums 16: Online Play 17: More Ways To Get
More Players 18: Live Events 19: Access To Beta 20: Device

Support *Latest update: February 2016 MyClub Your Ultimate
Team Equal parts management sim and sports management

game, MyClub is where you build your ultimate team.
Comprising a range of tactical elements, MyClub offers you a
variety of tools and management functions to put your team

together and complete your collection. MyClub The City:
Barcelona – Build your team, customize them, and bring them to
life using an intuitive, easy-to-use interface. – Create your club
and customize their uniforms, kits and facilities. – Train your
player’s skills, fitness, and attributes. – Build a squad of up
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System Requirements:

**Windows 8** (64-bit) or **Windows 8.1** (64-bit) Intel Core2
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